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Food and drink is the largest manufacturing sector worldwide and has significant
environmental impact in terms of resource use, emissions, and waste. However, food
and drink manufacturers are restricted in addressing these issues due to the tight profit
margins they operate within. The advances of two industrial digital technologies, sensors
and machine learning, present manufacturers with affordable methods to collect and
analyse manufacturing data and enable enhanced, evidence-based decision making.
These technologies will enable manufacturers to reduce their environmental impact
by making processes more flexible and efficient in terms of how they manage their
resources. In this article, a methodology is proposed that combines online sensors and
machine learning to provide a unified framework for the development of intelligent sensors
that work to improve food and drink manufacturers’ resource efficiency problems. The
methodology is then applied to four food and drink manufacturing case studies to
demonstrate its capabilities for a diverse range of applications within the sector. The
case studies included the monitoring of mixing, cleaning and fermentation processes
in addition to predicting key quality parameter of crops. For all case studies, the
methodology was successfully applied and predictive models with accuracies ranging
from 95 to 100% were achieved. The case studies also highlight challenges and
considerations which still remain when applying the methodology, including efficient data
acquisition and labelling, feature engineering, and model selection. This paper concludes
by discussing the future work necessary around the topics of new online sensors,
infrastructure, data acquisition and trust to enable the widespread adoption of intelligent
sensors within the food and drink sector.
Keywords: digital manufacturing, sensors, machine learning, food and drink manufacturing, intelligent
manufacturing, industry 4.0, industrial digital technologies
INTRODUCTION
Food and drink is the world’s largest manufacturing sector with annual global sales of over £6
trillion (Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2017). In the UK alone, the
food and drink sector contributes over £28 billion to the economy and employs over 400,000
workers (Food and Drink Federation Statistics at a Glance, 2021). One of the biggest challenges
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facing the sector is how to produce nutritious, safe and affordable
food whilst minimising the environmental impacts. It has been
reported that global food and drink production and distribution
consumes approximately 15% of fossil fuels and is responsible for
28% of greenhouse emissions (Department for Business Energy
and Industrial Strategy, 2017). Manufacturing is experiencing
the fourth industrial revolution (often labelled Industry 4.0 or
digital manufacturing) which is the use of Industrial Digital
Technologies (IDTs) such as robotics, sensors, and artificial
intelligence within manufacturing environments. Key to the
fourth industrial revolution is the enhanced collection and use
of data to enable evidence-based decision making. Although
IDTs have been shown to deliver productivity, efficiency and
sustainability benefits in many manufacturing sectors, their
adoption has been much slower in food and drink. This has
often been attributed to the characteristics of the sector, which
is extremely dynamic, producing high volumes of low-value
products with limited resources to commit to process innovation.
As data is the key component of digital manufacturing, there is a
need for appropriate sensing technologies to collect this data.
Although many simple sensors exist, such as those for
temperature and pressure measurements, there is a shortage
of solutions for cost-effective, advanced technologies which
can provide actionable information on the properties of
materials streams (e.g., feedstocks, products, and waste) and the
manufacturing processes. Data mining and Machine Learning
(ML) techniques may be used to analyse sensor measurements
and generate actionable information. Machine learning methods
develop models which learn from a training data set and
are capable of fitting complex functions between input and
output data. Machine learning models are highly suited to
food and drink manufacturing environments because the sector
manufactures high volumes of products and therefore generates
high volumes of data available to develop models.
The focus of this article is a methodology for combining
sensor measurements and ML to improve the environmental
sustainability of food and drink manufacturing processes. The
article will begin with a summary of sustainability challenges
and relevant sensor and ML research. Following this, the
methodology for combining sensors measurements and ML will
be presented and then applied to four industrially relevant case
studies. These case studies will highlight the benefits and key
considerations of the methodology in addition to any challenges
which still remain.
Sustainability
The rapid increase in the consumption of processed foods
together with the production of complex, multicomponent food
products (e.g., breaded chicken breasts) driven by ever-changing
consumer demand (e.g., new dietary requirements, low effort
meals, etc.) makes the food industry one of the most energy-
intensive manufacturing sectors (Ladha-Sabur et al., 2019).
Additionally, the crop and animal production part of food supply
needs to tackle challenges in land use, resource consumption due
to extended season growing, waste production, use of chemicals
and transport emissions (Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, 2017). Within the factory, practically every
sustainability challenge resolves around two core issues: resource
(material, energy, water, and time) inefficiency and inherent
waste production. For example, lead times are often longer than
order times somanufacturers regularly over-produce which often
leads to waste.
There are challenges around improving the energy efficiency
of common processes such as refrigeration (Tsamos et al.,
2017), drying (Sun et al., 2019), and frying (Su et al., 2018)
whilst other processes such as washing and cleaning are hugely
water-intensive (Simeone et al., 2018). Within food and drink
manufacturing, examples of IDT use to improve resource
efficiency include forecasting energy consumption to inform
mitigation measures (Ribeiro et al., 2020), reducing energy
consumption in drying (Sun et al., 2019), reducing the amount
of product lost by automating product quality testing (García-
Esteban et al., 2018) and reducing water consumption in
agriculture via Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) monitoring
(Jha et al., 2019). Although time is rarely discussed in sustainable
manufacturing discussions, it is a key aspect as reducing the
time of a process reduces its resource demand and the associated
overheads (e.g., lighting and heating a factory). Monitoring
time can also enable more efficient use and scheduling of
manufacturing assets.
The UK manufacturing sector is directly responsible for the
production of about 1.5 million tonnes of food waste annually
post-farm gate, of which 50% is estimated as wasted food and
the rest being inedible parts (Parry et al., 2020). As waste is an
inherent part of the raw food, avoidance options are not always
available and, due to its low value, the waste is not normally
managed in the most sustainable manner (Garcia-Garcia et al.,
2019a). There are opportunities to take a systematic approach
to industrial food waste management to reduce the proportions
sent to landfill, shown in Garcia-Garcia et al. (2017, 2019b), and
research has shown potential for the valorisation of food waste
to further recover economic and environmental value (Garcia-
Garcia et al., 2019a). There are examples utilising IDTs to track
food waste during production which has led to reduced levels
of food waste (Jagtap and Rahimifard, 2019; Jagtap et al., 2019;
Garre et al., 2020). One example saw reductions of food waste
by 60% by capturing waste data during manufacturing in real-
time and sharing it with all the stakeholders in a food supply
chain (Jagtap and Rahimifard, 2019). Another example used
ML to predict deviations in production, reducing uncertainties
related to the amount of waste produced (Garre et al., 2020).
These examples demonstrate that increased monitoring and
modelling of food and drink production systems increases
their sustainability.
Online Sensors
Online sensors are a cornerstone technology of digital
manufacturing as they generate real-time data on manufacturing
processes and material streams. There are several contradictory
definitions of what is meant by “online” sensors. For this work,
we define online sensor as sensors that directly measure the
material or process, in real time, without the need for a bypass
loop or sample removal for further analysis. A survey on the state
of the food manufacturing sector identified that digital sensors
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and transmitters were the most likely hardware components to
be purchased in 2019 (Laughman, 2019). The expected rise in
the industrial deployment of sensors is driven by several factors;
they are considerably cheaper than other IDTs (e.g., robots)
and can often be retrofitted onto existing equipment reducing
disruption to existing manufacturing processes. Historically, the
main sensors that are used in manufacturing processes monitor
simple properties such as temperature, pressure, flow rate and
fill level. Although these are essential for process monitoring
and control, more advanced sensing technologies are required to
provide detailed information on manufacturing processes and
key material properties.
Sensors have been used to monitor resource consumption in
single unit operations or entire food production systems (Ladha-
Sabur et al., 2019). In addition, sensors have been used tomeasure
and optimise the performance of unit operations that have a
large carbon footprint (Pereira et al., 2016). A particular focus
on the use of sensors within food and drink manufacturing
is for monitoring the key quality parameters of products (e.g.,
Takacs et al., 2020). Although these measurements are primarily
used for safety and quality control, this also impacts on the
sustainability of the process as any product deemed to be of
unacceptable quality is often sent to waste or reworked into
another product, requiring the use of additional resources. Other
sensors performing measurements, such as weight, have also
been developed to directly monitor waste generated in food
production processes (Jagtap and Rahimifard, 2019).
Many different types of sensors techniques exist, these are
characterised by technical features including sensing modality,
spatial measurement mode (point, line, area, or volume),
resolution, accuracy, and speed of data acquisition and analysis.
Other aspects which must be taken into account include the
sensor’s cost and ability to autonomously and non-invasively
perform real-time measurements in production environments.
Although many different sensing techniques exist, the most
popular ones within food and drink manufacturing include
visible imaging (Wu and Sun, 2013; Tomasevic et al., 2019),
Near-Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy (Porep et al., 2015; McGrath
et al., 2021), hyperspectral imaging (Huang et al., 2014; Saha
and Manickavasagan, 2021), X-ray (Mathanker et al., 2013; de
Medeiros et al., 2021), Ultrasonic (US) (Mathanker et al., 2013;
Fariñas et al., 2021), microwave (Farina et al., 2019), and terahertz
(Ok et al., 2014; Ren et al., 2019). The majority of previous work
has focused on sensing the properties of the food materials but
sensors have also been deployed to monitor processes such as
mixing (Bowler et al., 2020a) and the fouling of heat exchangers
(Wallhäußer et al., 2012). The majority of previously reported
work is laboratory-based but advanced sensors are becoming
more widely deployed within production environments with the
most popular being optical and x-ray methods.
The key for sensors to work effectively in industrial
environments is not to focus on adapting high precision lab-
based analytical methods but to determine what is the key
information required to make a manufacturing decision and
identify the most suitable cost-effective sensing solution. For
example, to determine if a piece or processing equipment
is clean a sensor should be deployed which can determine
if fouling is present on surface. Although more advanced
sensing technologies could determine the composition and
volume of fouling, these are not required to make the required
manufacturing decision. Sensor techniques also experience the
benefits of another key IDT: the IIoT. The IIoT enables sensors
to be connected to the internet which reduces the cost and size of
hardware required on-site and enables the sensors to benefit from
enormous computing resources available in the cloud.
For any sensor technology, there is a need for suitable
methods to process the recorded sensor measurement and
produce information about the material or process being
monitored. For many sensors, first principle models can be
utilised based on a sound scientific understanding of its mode
of operation. However, for more complex sensing technologies
and measurement environments, it is often difficult to develop
first-principles models, as they need to account for many
factors which affect the sensor’s measurement. This is especially
challenging when using sensors to monitor highly complex and
variable biological materials in production environments which
are extremely noisy with constantly changing environmental
conditions (e.g., atmospheric light and temperature).
Machine Learning
An alternative to first-principle methods are DDMs, a
subset of empirical modelling that encompasses the fields
of computational intelligence and ML (Solomatine et al., 2008).
Computational intelligence are nature inspired computational
approaches to problem-solving (Saka et al., 2013). Whereas, ML
focuses on the development of algorithms and models that can
access data and use it to learn for themselves (Coley et al., 2018).
It is this capability that makes ML suited to intelligent sensor
development. It should be noted that the prediction performance
of ML models is only as good as the data used to train the
model, but performance can continuously be improved as more
or better data becomes available (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Machine learning is experiencing more widespread use within
manufacturing primarily due to the ever-increasing amount
of data generated by IIoT devices and constant improvements
in computing power required to process these vast quantities
of data. Machine learning models can be used for a variety of
tasks, but the two most popular are classification and regression.
Classification tasks are used to select a class of output (e.g., is a
measured food of acceptable quality or not) whereas regression
models output a numerical value (e.g., sucrose content in a
potato). Machine learning methods are further categorised
based on their learning approach, primarily either supervised or
unsupervised methods. Supervised ML methods have a training
dataset with input data for known outputs and these methods
can be used to address classification and regression problems.
Unsupervised methods do not have known outputs and use
clustering methods, such as Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) or k-means clustering, to identify structures which may
exist within the data.
The majority of previous research that utilises ML to analyse
sensor data has used supervised methods, with the most
popular including Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support
Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees (DT), and K-Nearest
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Neighbours (KNN) (Zhou et al., 2019; Bowler et al., 2020b).
These standard methods are often called base, weak or shallow
learners. The most recent advances in ML are generally in
the area of deep learning, which can overcome limitations of
earlier shallow networks that prevented efficient training and
abstractions of hierarchical representations of multi-dimensional
training data (Shrestha and Mahmood, 2019). There are a
variety of different deep learning methods but often they
include multi-layer neural networks and can automate the
feature selection process using methods such as Convolution
Neural Networks (CNN) (Liu et al., 2018). Deep learning does
come with drawbacks however, such as high training time,
overfitting and increased complexity (Shrestha and Mahmood,
2019). An alternative to deep learning is to improve base-
learners predictive capabilities through ensemble methods that
combine numerous base learners with techniques such as bagging
or boosting to improve overall model prediction performance
(Hadavandi et al., 2015).
Machine learning methods have been successfully combined
with sensor data for a variety of applications within the food
and drink manufacturing sector. The majority of this work
has focused on optical techniques. Vision camera systems have
utilised ML models for applications such as fruit and vegetable
sorting (Mahendran et al., 2015), defect detection (Liu et al.,
2018), poultry inspection (Chao et al., 2008), and quality
assessment (Geronimo et al., 2019), adulteration of meat (Al-
Sarayreh et al., 2018), quality inspection of baked products (Du
et al., 2012), adulteration detection in spices (Oliveira et al.,
2020), and curing of bacon (Philipsen and Moeslund, 2019). The
majority of previous work has focused on combining sensors
and ML to monitor the food materials being manufactured and
commercial solutions are now available for applications such
as potato grading (B-Hive, 2020). In addition, vision systems
utilising ML have been combined with other IDTs such as
robots for applications such as autonomous fruit harvesting (Yu
et al., 2019). Although the majority of previous work combining
sensors and ML has focused on optical systems (imaging and
spectroscopic), research has been performed using data from
other sensor instruments. For example, X-ray measurements
have been combined with ML for the internal inspection of fruit
(Van De Looverbosch et al., 2020). Several articles reviewing ML
research within food and drink are available which the reader
may refer to Liakos et al. (2018), Rehman et al. (2019), Zhou et al.
(2019), and Sharma et al. (2020).
INTELLIGENT SENSOR METHODOLOGY
Many different approaches have been developed to standardise
the data modelling process including CRISP-DM and Analytics
Solutions Unified Method for Data Mining/predictive analytics
(ASUM-DM) from Microsoft (Angée et al., 2018). However,
many of these methods are focussed on general data-driven
modelling projects and not specific to ML modelling of sensor
data in food and drink production environments. As previously
discussed, the transition to Industry 4.0 means that there is a
growing variety of online sensors available tomonitor production
FIGURE 1 | Intelligent sensing process for resource efficiency. The steps in the
green boxes are directly related to the resource efficiency problem, the orange
boxes to the sensor aspects and the blue to the machine learning process.
Solid arrows indicate the main direction of methodology, thick dashed lines
indicate scenarios that require a return to a previous step and thin dashed
arrows indicate stages that will undergo iterative improvement.
environments. Developing these sensors has considerations
around precision of measurements, cost, positioning, and
deployment in industrial environments, which will impact the
volume and granularity of data available to develop a ML model.
While undertaking the projects in the reported case studies, the
need for a unifying methodology between the two areas became
apparent. Figure 1 presents a methodology for combining sensor
measurements and ML to create intelligent sensors to address
the specific challenge of efficient resource use within food and
drink manufacturing. The methodology has been devised as
a synthesis of the methodologies applied in the reported case
studies and hence is grounded in the practical application of the
problem. While this methodology has been developed for the
food and drink industry, it may be adapted for other industries
and applications.
Resource Efficiency Problem
The intelligent sensor developer should first define the specific
resource problem to be addressed, similar to the business need
step in other datamodellingmethodologies (Azevedo and Santos,
2008). Specific resources challenges may include minimising
the consumption of resources utilised during the process in
addition to emissions and waste generated. The problem should
be well-defined, take into consideration the scope of influence
of a company (e.g., if they alter the composition of their waste
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streams, what impact might this have on available treatments)
and also ensure that any related economic and social implications
are considered.
Determine Resource Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)
Decide the metrics that will be used to monitor the resource and
how it will be measured. Metrics may include the amount of
resources utilised or waste generated.
Intelligent Sensor Requirement
The developer must specify the required output from the
predictive model. This could be a value related to a key quality
parameter of a product predicted through a regression model
(e.g., moisture content) or to determine if the product contains
damage or is of acceptable quality or not through a classification
model. Alternatively, the purpose of the model could be to
predict something related to a unit operation (process). This
could include predicting whether the process had reached its
end-point or not (classification) or the predicted time remaining
(regression) until optimal end-point. It could also include
identifying if a fault has occurred in the process (anomaly
detection) to determine if an intervention is required.
Sensor Selection
Although obvious, the developer must ensure that when selecting
a sensor its sensing modality can record data sufficient to
achieve the intelligent sensor requirement. For example, if the
requirement is to determine the grade of a fruit or vegetable-
based on size, the sensor must produce information on size and
an imaging system would be appropriate. If the requirement is
to determine a property such a moisture content, then a sensor
sensitive to changes in moisture, such as NIR or dielectric, should
be used. A sensor may be required to provide predictions on
the internal aspect of food, so sensors capable of measuring
internally such as X-ray, US, and electrical methods would be
required. For certain applications, choice of sensing technologies
may be limited, whereas for others there may be many. The
developer should select from the appropriate technologies based
on technical specifications, such as accuracy, precision, and
resolution in addition to other factors such as size, cost and ease
of installation and use. Food safety is an essential aspect of food
and drink production, therefore any sensor should be easy to
clean and not present any safety or contamination risks.
Sensor Data Collection and Labelling
At this stage, the developer must collect and label the sensor data
required to train theMLmodels. Considerations need to be made
in terms of the volume of sensor data and how representative
it is of the system under investigation. Regarding volume, the
developer must decide between the trade-off that always exists:
ML models generally perform better with more data, but this
comes with time costs associated with collecting and labelling the
data. With ML it is important that the data set is appropriate
for the modelling approach to be used. For example, when
developing classificationmodels, it is important to collect enough
data for each output class to ensure effective performance. If
only a small number of samples is expected in one class (e.g.,
rejections based on a rare quality defect), an anomaly detection
model may be more suitable. If supervised ML methods are to
be used, the recorded data requires a label to determine its class
for classification models or value for regression models. There
are different ways to label the data that the developer should
consider. Often labelling is completed by humans, which can be
extremely costly in terms of time and disruptions to production
processes. Labelling of data is one of the primary challenges
with utilising ML methods within production environments. If
labelling of all collected data is not possible, semi-supervised or
unsupervised methods should be explored in addition to domain
adaption and transfer learning. The latter two are methods that
apply a model trained in one or more “source” domains to a
different, but related, “target” domain (Pan et al., 2011). However,
they rely on a trained model already existing.
Once the data is collected the developer needs to partition
it into training, validation, and test sets. Training data is
used to train the models and validation is used to tune
the model hyperparameters and the model input variables.
A hyperparameter is an adjustable algorithm parameter (e.g.,
number of layers and nodes in an ANN) that must be either
manually or automatically tuned in order to obtain a model with
the optimal performance (Zeng and Luo, 2017). The test data is
finally used to evaluate the performance of the model with data
that was not used for any of the training and validation processes.
Test data provides an unbiased evaluation of the final model fit on
data outside of the training data set.
Partitioning of the data may vary depending on the volume
of data available and how representative the data is to the system
being modelled with (Clement et al., 2020) splitting their dataset
into 70% training, 15% validation and 15% test.
Design Machine Learning Model(s)
In the first step of the modelling stage the developer must
determine the most suitable ML algorithm(s) to use. A range
of different ML algorithms exist, and it is often difficult to
determine the most suitable one for a specific application. Often
ML practitioners will assess a range of different algorithms
to determine which results in the best performance based
on the validation set. Once the algorithm has been selected,
the developer must also determine model hyperparameters.
Developers often initially set hyperparameters based on their own
past experience, similar work available in the literature or initial
prototype models.
Feature Engineering
The developer will be required to use domain knowledge to
extract variables from raw recorded sensor signals and process
them so that they are in a suitable modelling format (Kuhn and
Johnson, 2020). Feature extraction methods tend to be unique
to each different sensor and could be based on the physical
interpretation of the recorded signal or an appropriate signal
transformation. Feature engineering is not always necessary,
as certain ML techniques, such as CNNs, automate this step.
However, these techniques often require significantly larger
volumes of data.
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Feature Selection
Of the engineered features, the developer must determine if
there are redundant or useless features which harm the learning
process (Kuhn and Johnson, 2020). Feature selection is important
as a high degree of dimensionality within input variables can
cause overfitting in ML models. Overfitting is the generation of
a model that corresponds too closely or exactly to the training
dataset (and sometimes noise), which negatively impacts future
predictions (Srivastava et al., 2014). The developer may use
one or both of two categories of feature selection techniques.
Firstly, supervised selection involves examining input variables
in conjunction with a trained model where the effect of adding or
removing variables can be assessed against model performance
at predicting the target variable. The tuning of model input
variables is incorporated into the model validation stage.
The second approach, called unsupervised selection, performs
statistical tests on the input variables (e.g., the correlation
between variables) to determine which are similar or do not
convey significant information. An example of this is to use PCA.
This creates a projection of the data resulting in entirely new
input features, or principal components.
Train Models
At this stage, the developer will train the ML model. Initially
model parameters (such as node weights on ANN) should be
assigned values using methods such as random initialisation,
random seeds or fixed values (e.g., all zeros). The training
dataset is used to determine the values for these parameters that
most accurately fit the data through an optimisation algorithm.
Optimisation algorithms are used to find the model parameters
that minimise the cost function (measure of model prediction
error). A range of different optimisation algorithms exists and
are generally selected as the one that is most appropriate for a
specific ML algorithm. For example, stochastic gradient descent
and adaptive moment estimation are two common optimisation
algorithms used when training a neural networks (Kingma
and Ba, 2014). Similar to the primarily ML algorithm, the
optimisation algorithms have several hyperparameters, including
batch size and number of epochs, which will affect the success of
training stage (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
Model Validation
The developer must next utilise validation techniques to tune
the model features and hyperparameters and generate an initial
assessment of the model’s performance. Depending on whether
a classification or regression model has been developed, different
performancemetrics will be used by the developer. For regression
models the developer should use a combination of Coefficient
of Determination (R2), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE),
and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). Whereas, for
classification models the developer may pick from classification
accuracy and error, sensitivity, and specificity. It is important
to use a range of assessment metrics, as relying on only one
metric may give a false indication of the model’s performance.
K-fold cross-validation is recommended for tuning the model
features and hyperparameters to avoid overfitting and selection
bias (Krstajic et al., 2014). In k-fold cross-validation, the data
is divided into k subsets and the model training and validation
is repeated k times. Each time, one of the k subsets is used
as the validation data and the remaining subsets to train the
model. The average error across all k trials is computed. There
are variations of k-fold cross validation aimed at further reducing
the chance of overfitting and selection bias. These include
leave one out, stratified, repeated, and nested cross-validation
(Krstajic et al., 2014).
Test Model
The developer should test the model on data not used in any
part of the model training or hyperparameter tuning to indicate
its performance on new data. Test data is only used once
the model learning stage is complete to provide an unbiased
evaluation of the model’s ability to fit new data. Again, a range
of assessment metrics should be used. If the model’s performance
on the test data does not meet the manufacturer’s requirements,
then the developer should return to an earlier stage in the
process (e.g., sensor selection or data collection). If there is
uncertainty to what extent the training data is representative
of the manufacturing system (e.g., unknown if the temperature
measurements extends to themaximum temperature range of the
system), it is recommended to perform further evaluation of the
model on additional unseen data (Fisher et al., 2020).
Verification of Resource Efficiency
At the final stage, the developer should apply the model to
monitor the resource problem and deploy it to achieve more
efficient resource utilisation. If the model does not deliver this,
different steps of the process may need to be reapplied. For
example, choosing alternative key quality parameters for the
intelligent sensor to predict.
The remainder of this article will focus on four case studies
which combine sensors and ML for a variety of applications
within food and drink manufacturing. The case studies use
optical and/or US sensors and will demonstrate how the
intelligent sensing methodology can improve sustainability in the
manufacturing process. In addition, the case studies highlight
some of the challenges of using ML methods. A summary of the
case studies with their key features is presented in Table 1.
CASE STUDY1: MONITORING MIXING
Introduction
Most, if not all, food manufacturing processes use material
mixing at some stage. Mixing is not only used for combining
materials, but also to suspend solids, provide aeration, promote
mass and heat transfer, and modify material structure (Bowler
et al., 2020a). Inefficient mixing can result in off-specification
products (waste) and excessive energy consumption. Therefore,
this case study focuses on developing an intelligent sensor
which could be used to inform on the mixing process KPIs:
energy consumption and wasted mixing material. Due to
the prevalence of mixing within factories, the optimisation
of this process provides significant potential for improving
manufacturing sustainability.

































TABLE 1 | Key features of the four intelligent sensing case studies.
CS1 mixing monitoring CS2 clean-in-place monitoring CS3 fermentation
monitoring
CS4 potato assessment
Resource efficiency problem 1. Overmixing results in
excessive use of energy.
2. Poor mixing results in
wasted material.
Excessive use of resources (water,
chemicals, and energy) due to over
cleaning





requires wort to be
wasted
1. Low yield from batch due to
unsuitability for specific application
(e.g., crisps or mash)
Resource efficiency KPI 1. Energy used for mixing.
2. Mixed material wasted
due to poor mixing







1. Predict when mixing
complete and time
remaining to be complete
1. Predict when equipment is clean
(fouling removed).
2. Predict time remaining until cleaning
complete.
Predict ABV% of wort 1. Predict class based on size.
2. Predict dry matter content.
Sensor selection US Optical Camera US US Optical Camera Optical NIR spectroscopy
Data collection and labelling US waveforms reflected
from internal mixer surface






and 2 reflected from surface
RGB images of whole
potatoes
NIR spectra from whole and
sliced potatoes
ML model design Supervised classification
















Feature engineering Physical feature (energy),
PCA, DWT, gradients




Physical features. Mean and
STD of ref 1 and ref 2
averaged over 10 s
Morphological: area,




Feature selection All features used. All features used. K-best predictors All features used. All features used. All features used.
Model results summary Classification accuracy
>96% Regression R2
>0.97




RMSE < 0.5 when 10
batches used. Model
improves with more training
data




Aspects of ML highlighted
by study (including
challenges
1. Using multiple sensors
2. Different feature
engineering
3. Different ML algorithms
4. Data labelling
1. Utilising different types of sensors
2. Model selection
3. Shallow learner vs. ensemble methods
4. Data labelling








ABV%, Alcohol by Volume; ANN, Artificial Neural Network; CS, Case Study; CNN, Convolution Neural Networks; DWT, Discrete Wavelet Transform; KNN, K-Nearest Neighbours; KPI, Key Performance Indicator; LDA, Linear Discriminant
Analysis; LSTM, Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks; ML, Machine Learning; NIR, Near-Infrared; NARX, Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with Exogenous; PLS-DA, Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis; PLSR, Partial



























































Watson et al. Intelligent Sensors for Sustainable Food
To address the resource efficiency problem, the intelligent
sensor requirement was to predict (A) when the materials
were fully mixed (mixing endpoint) and (B) time remaining
until mixing endpoint. Therefore, classification ML models were
developed to classify whether a mixture was non-mixed or
fully mixed, and regression ML models were built to predict
the time remaining until mixing completion. In a factory, the
intelligent sensor prediction of the time remaining would provide
additional benefits of better scheduling of batch processes and
therefore improved productivity. Furthermore, prevention of
under-mixing would eliminate product rework or disposal, and
the prevention of over-mixing wouldminimise excess energy use.
There are many sensor techniques available which can
monitor mixing processes in a factory (e.g., electrical resistance
tomography or NIR spectroscopy), but each have benefits and
downsides which limit them to specific applications (Bowler
et al., 2020a). An US sensor was selected for this work due to
being in-line, meaning they directly measure the mixture with
no manual sampling required and so are suitable in automatic
control systems. The sensors are also low-cost, non-invasive,
and are capable of monitoring opaque systems. This case study
demonstrates the benefits of using multiple sensors, within the
intelligent sensor methodology, to monitor a mixing process
and also investigates different feature engineering methods and
ML algorithms.
Materials and Methods
The data to train the intelligent sensor was collected from a
honey-water blending mixing system. Two magnetic transducers
of 1 cm2 active element surface area with 5 MHz resonance
(M1057, Olympus) were externally mounted to the bottom
of a 250ml glass mixing vessel (Figures 2A,B). An overhead
stirrer with a cross-blade impeller was used to stir the mixture.
As honey is miscible in water, the sensors follow a change
in component concentration at the measurement area as the
mixture homogeneity increases. The transducers were attached
to adhesive magnetic strips on the outside of the vessel
with coupling gel applied between the sensor and strip. The
transducers were used in pulse-echo mode to both transmit
and receive the US signal. The sensing technique used in this
work monitors the sound wave reflected from the vessel wall
and mixture interface, which is dependent on the magnitude
of the acoustic impedance mismatch between the neighbouring
materials (McClements, 1995). Therefore, no transmission of
the sound wave through the mixture is required. In industrial
mixtures, there are typically many components present which
create many heterogeneities for the sound wave to travel through.
This causes the sound wave to undergo scattering, reflection,
and attenuation during transmission. Combined with the large
mixing vessel sizes in factories, this makes transmission-based
techniques difficult to use without high power, and therefore
high cost, transducers. A limitation of the non-transmission
technique used in this work becomes the local material property
measurement. Therefore, two sensors were used to monitor the
mixing process to compare the effect of sensor positioning. One
sensor was attached in the centre of the vessel base, and another
was mounted offset from the centre, Figure 2B.
Two different volumes of honey were used for the
experiments: 20 and 30ml. A constant volume of 200ml
tap water was used throughout. The impeller speed was
also set to values of either 200 or 250 rpm. These four
parameter permutations were repeated three times across
1 day whilst varying the laboratory thermostat set point
to produce a temperature variation from 19.3 to 22.1◦C.
Therefore, 12 runs were completed in total. This allowed an
investigation of the ML models ability to generalise across
process parameters. The labelled training data for ML model
development was obtained by filming the mixing process with
a video camera to determine the time at which the honey had
fully dissolved.
A focus of this case study was to investigate the level of
feature engineering required for acceptable prediction accuracy.
Regarding the design of ML models, ANNs, SVMs, Long
Short-Term Memory Neural Networks (LSTMs) shallow ML
algorithms were compared with CNNs that use representation
learning. Shallow learning requires manual feature engineering
and selection for model development, and therefore typically
requires some specialist domain knowledge of ultrasound and/or
the mixing system from the operator. In contrast, CNNs
automatically extract features, requiring no operator input.
The features compared for shallow ML model development
were full-waveform features, such as the waveform energy;
principle components, using the amplitude at each sample point
in a waveform; and frequency components of the waveform
after applying the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). A
flow diagram detailing the ML feature engineering process is
presented in Figure 3. Each run was held back sequentially for
testing, and a model was developed using the remaining runs as
training data.
Results and Discussion
To classify whether the honey-water mixing was complete, the
highest accuracy was 96.3% (Table 2). This was achieved using
the central sensor and an LSTM with the waveform energy,
Sum Absolute Amplitudes (SAA), and their gradients as features.
Performing data fusion between both sensors produced no
improvement in classification accuracy over the central sensor
alone, sometimes producing lower classification accuracies due
to overfitting. This is because the last position for the honey
to dissolve was the centre of the mixing vessel base, where
the central sensor was located. High classification accuracy was
achieved by being able to use data from previous time-steps. This
was achieved using LSTMs, which store representations of every
previous time-step; ANNs using feature gradients features; or
time-domain CNNswhich use stacking of 25 previous time-steps.
An R2-value of 0.974 to predict the time remaining until
mixing completion for the honey-water blending was achieved
using both sensors with time-domain input CNNs. Using
both sensors produced the highest prediction accuracies, owing
to the non-central sensor having greater resolution near the
beginning of the process, and the central sensor having a
greater resolution at the end (Figure 4). Again, the ability to
use previous time-steps as features was necessary for high
prediction accuracy.
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FIGURE 2 | (A) A depiction of the sound wave reflecting from the vessel wall and mixture interface. (B) A diagram of the honey-water blending system. (C) An
example of the ultrasonic waveform displaying the difference between a non-mixed honey-water system and a fully-mixed system.
FIGURE 3 | A flow diagram presenting the feature engineering methodology employed. CWT, Continuous Wavelet Analysis; DWT, Discrete Wavelet Analysis; E,
Waveform energy; G, Feature gradient; PCs, Principal Components; SAA, Sum Absolute Amplitudes.
TABLE 2 | A selection of prediction accuracy results for the honey-water blending experiments.
Prediction task Accuracy Algorithm Sensor Features
Classification of non-mixed or fully-mixed state 95.0% ANN Central DWT, PCs, G
96.3% LSTM Central E, SAA, G
95.4% LSTM Combined E, SAA, G
Regression of time remaining until mixing completion R2: 0.973RMSE: 233.4MAPE:3065.9 LSTM Combined DWT, PCs
0.977 (R2)RMSE: 122.1MAPE:118.6 CNN Combined Time-domain
ANN, Artificial Neural Network; R2, Coefficient of Determination; CNN, Convolution Neural Networks; DWT, Discrete Wavelet Analysis; E, Waveform energy; G, Feature gradient; LSTM,
Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks; MAPE, Mean Absolute Percentage Error; PCs, Principal Components; RMSE, Root Mean Squared Error; SAA, Sum Absolute Amplitudes.
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FIGURE 4 | A comparison between regression accuracies for predicting the
time remaining until mixing completion for the honey-water batter mixing. The
results displayed are from the non-central sensor, central sensor, and
combining sensor outputs all using a time-domain input CNN.
SVMs performed worst overall, most likely because of
overfitting due to their convex optimisation problem leading to
a global minima. Global cost minimisation may lead to poor
prediction ability when the test data process parameters lie
outside of the bounds of the training data. As a k-fold testing
procedure is used in this work, testing on data lying outside of
the process parameter space used in training is unavoidable. In
comparison, ANNs only converge to local minima, which may
have aided their ability to generalise to test data outside the
parameter space of training.
The use of sensors and ML to monitor mixing processes
relies on the availability of a set of complete labelled data. In
a factory, a reference measurement is often not available, and
if one is available it is typically obtained via manual sampling
and off-line analysis, providing only a small set of labelled data.
Therefore, techniques which can develop reliable ML models
with limited labelled training data must be investigated. Two
methods to achieve this are transfer learning and semi-supervised
learning. Transfer learning involves leveraging knowledge used
on a source domain to aid prediction of a target domain. For
example, training a ML model on a lab-scale mixing system with
a referencemeasurement to obtain a complete set of labelled data,
and then combining this knowledge with the unlabelled data on
the full-scale mixing system. On the other hand, semi-supervised
learning can use unsupervised ML methods on the labelled data
in conjunction with unlabelled runs to extract features, and then
utilise a self-training procedure.
The purpose of this case study was to develop an intelligent
sensor to reduce resource consumption (energy) and waste
(off-specification product) during the mixing process. The
predictions from the multi-sensor classification models all
achieved prediction accuracies above 95% and the regression
models R2-values above 97% with acceptable errors. This
demonstrates the potential of combining ultrasonic sensors with
ML to monitor and optimise mixing processes and deliver
environmental benefits.
CASE STUDY 2: MONITORING
CLEAN-IN-PLACE
Introduction
Cleaning the internal surfaces of processing equipment is
important to ensure equipment remains hygienic and operating
under optimal conditions. Cleaning of processing equipment
is generally performed by automated systems, called Clean-in-
Place (CIP). Clean-in-place systems clean via a combination
of mechanical force and high-temperature fluids (including
cleaning chemicals) and feature several steps including initial
rinse, detergent wash, post detergent rinse, and sterilisation.
The environmental costs of cleaning are primarily from the
water and energy used [up to 30% of the energy use in dairy
production (Eide et al., 2003) and 35% of water use in beer
production (Pettigrew et al., 2015)]. Therefore, this case study
aims to develop an intelligent sensor that would monitor the
KPIs: water, energy, and chemical consumption in industrial
deployed CIP systems.
Most CIP processes suffer from over-cleaning, as they are
designed around worst-case cleaning scenarios. Improvements
to CIP processes are possible by identifying when each stage is
complete so that the next stage can begin immediately, thereby
eliminating unnecessary cleaning and minimising the associated
environmental impacts. To achieve this, sensor technologies are
required to identify when the objective of each cleaning stage
has been performed. This will result in improvements to the CIP
system KPIs. The two stages which require the most monitoring
are the pre-rinse and the detergent wash. Previous research has
been undertaken to monitor industrial CIP using various sensor
technologies [electrical (Chen et al., 2004), optical (Simeone et al.,
2018), acoustic (Pereira et al., 2009), US (Escrig et al., 2019)].
These sensor methods vary in terms of their cost, complexity,
and operating parameters such as speed of data acquisition and
spatial area monitored. No single sensor method is suitable for
monitoring all the different types of equipment used within
food production so a range of different sensor and data analysis
methods should be studied.
This case study demonstrates the benefits of utilising multiple
sensor technologies (optical and US) to monitor cleaning
processes and compares different ML algorithms required to
interpret the sensor data.
Materials and Methods
The intelligent sensor for CS2 is required to predict (A) if fouling
is present on a surface (classification) and (B) the time remaining
until the surface is free from fouling (regression). As part of
the sensor selection stage, two sensors were investigated, namely
optical (ultraviolet) and US.
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FIGURE 5 | Experimental setups for optical (A) and ultrasonic measurements (C) and examples of the data recorded by the optical (B) and ultrasonic sensors (D).
Optical Sensing
Optical sensor data was collected from a two-tank (CIP and
process) system. Each tank had a 600mm internal diameter and
315mm height. The CIP tank included the cleaning water and
chemicals, and the process tank was fouled and used for the
cleaning experiments. The fluids in the CIP tank were pumped
through a spray ball (Tank S30 dynamic) located in the centre
and at the top of the process tank. The bottom internal surface
of the process tanked was fouled with 150 g of melted white
chocolate. This was allowed to cool and dry before the cleaning
was performed using the fluids (water with 2% sodium hydroxide
at 55C). The experiments continued until all the fouling was
removed. The cleaning experiments were repeated three times
to increase the statistical reliability. An 18W 370 nm ultraviolet
lamp and a digital camera (Nikon D330 DSLR and a 10–
20mm F4-5.6 EX DC HSM wide-angle zoom) were placed in
bespoke openings of the process tank lid. Images (2000∗2992
pixels) of the internal surface were recorded every 5 s during
the cleaning process. The experimental rig setup is shown in
Figures 5A,B. A bespoke image processing method including
baseline subtraction, colour channel separation, and thresholding
was developed to determine the surface and volume of fouling
(Simeone et al., 2018).
When designing the ML model within the intelligent sensor,
a Non-linear Autoregressive Network with Exogenous (NARX)
neural network was developed to predict the cleaning time
remaining from the volume of fouling calculated from the
images. A NARX neural network is a non-linear autoregressive
exogenous model used for prediction of time series data (Xie
et al., 2009). Feature engineering was performed to extract
the number of fouled pixels from each image. Readers are
referred to the authors’ previous work for the comprehensive
feature engineering process used (Simeone et al., 2018). As only
one feature was extracted, feature selection was not necessary.
Different training datasets were developed by combining image
processing results from the three cleaning experiments. Different
network architectures were studied including 3, 6, 10, 15, and
20 hidden layer nodes. A Bayesian Regularisation algorithm
(MacKay, 1992) was used for training and the predicted output
was the cleaning time remaining. The model performance was
evaluated using the RMSE between the predicted time and the
actual time.
Ultrasonic Sensing
Ultrasonic data was collected from three test sections. A
rectangular rig with a 1.2mm thick SS340 bottom plate (300mm
by 40mm) and clear PMMA sides (40mm height) and two
circular pipes constructed of PMMA and SS316 were used. The
pipes had approximate dimensions of length 300mm, internal
diameter 20mm and wall thickness 2mm. Three materials
(tomato paste, gravy, and concentrated malt) were used to foul
the test sections. The materials were chosen because of their
different compositions, which is known to affect surface adhesion
and cleaning behaviour (Wilson, 2018). For both experimental
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FIGURE 6 | Predictions of cleaning time remaining from Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with Exogenous (NARX) neural network training on (A) dataset 1,
(B) dataset 2, and (C) dataset 1+2.
rigs, 15 g of fouling material was placed in the centre of the
plate for the flat rig, 30mm from the exit of the pipes. Cleaning
was performed by water, with a fluid temperature of either 12
or 45◦C and flowrate of 6 m/s, until all of the surface fouling
was removed. Seven repeats were performed for all combinations
of fouling rig, temperature and fouling material. The US and
temperature data were recorded using the same equipment as
CS1. For the circular pipes, different US transducers were used
(2 MHz Yushi) and these were glued to the bottom of the
pipes. In both configurations, the US transducers were located
on the external bottom surfaces in the location the fouling was
placed. A camera (Logitech R© C270 3MP) was also used to record
images of the cleaning processes (Figure 5C). An example of a
recorded US wave form can be seen in Figure 5D. The camera
was placed above the rig in the same location as the fouling
for the flat rig and slightly above the exit of the pipe rigs. For
all configurations, the camera location was adjusted to optimise
the view of the fouling and cleaning process. Ultrasonic and
temperature data were recorded every 4 s and camera images
were recorded every 20 s. The camera images were used to label
the recorded US data as either dirty (fouling present) or clean (no
fouling present).
Supervised classification ML techniques were developed to
predict if the pipe section was dirty or clean from the recorded US
measurements. The intelligent sensor ML model was developed
by evaluating several ML models: KNN, SVM, Random Forests
(RF), and Adaboost (using decisions trees as base learning). The
performance of the algorithms was assessed by comparing the
predicted class (dirty or clean) to the actual condition. Separate
models were developed for the flat rig, PMMA pipe and SS316
pipe. For these models, the majority of the experimental data
was used in the training data set. However, for each fouling
material and temperature combination, two experimental runs
were excluded from the training dataset and used for testing the
models. Input features were engineered from the US waveforms.
Feature selection was performed using a K-best predictors
method and the number of input features varied for experimental
geometry and classification method.
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of classification prediction accuracy for different fouling materials, experimental geometry, material of construction, and ML method for test runs
at 45◦C.
Experimental geometry Rig material Fouling material ML model and prediction accuracy (%)
KNN SVM RF Adaboost
Flat rig SS340 Tomato 99.5 63.2 98 98.3
Gravy 97.8 81 99.8 97.5
Malt 100 84 99.8 100
Circular pipe PMMA Tomato 100 100 93.9 100
Malt 97 98 97 99.5
SS316 Tomato 99.7 97.3 99.7 96.6
Malt 97.3 93.9 98 92.6
KNN, K-Nearest Neighbours; ML, Machine Learning; RF, Random Forest; SVM, Support Vector Machine.
Results and Discussion
Optical Sensing
Figure 6 displays the results of the predicted cleaning time
remaining from the NARX neural network trained with the
results of the image processing and the actual cleaning time. The
figure shows that the model gives an accurate prediction of the
cleaning time remaining for diverse datasets. This achievement
is valuable to the manufacturer as it ensures cleaning operations
are only performed while fouling remains and reduces the
economic and environmental cost of the process, supporting a
more effective production scheduling. The results in Figure 6
indicate that most errors in the prediction are at the beginning
of the cleaning processes, but this error reduces as the cleaning
continues. The reason must be found in the initial delay (2
images) and the limited number of images. As the cleaning
proceeds, the continuous addition of training samples in the
NARX model and the decay of the delay effect drastically reduce
the prediction performance error.
Ultrasonic Sensing
Table 3 presents the average classification prediction accuracy for
the two test runs experiments at 45◦C for all foulingmaterials. All
ML methods had strong prediction performance (>97%) except
for the SVM which often predicted the test section was dirty
when it was clean. It is not clear why the SVM produced worse
prediction and the lack of explainability is one of the challenges
which often faces users of ML methods. The results show that
all the ML models performed well except for the SVM in the flat
rig and there was no clear advantage of using the more complex
ensemble methods RF and Adaboost.
These results are promising and indicate that the combination
of US sensors and ML can be used to determine when surface
fouling has been removed. Although, the challenge remains to
develop a representative dataset in industrial environments. In
the laboratory work, it was possible to label the recorded US data
using images as the experimental rigs had either clear sides or an
open end. This would not be possible in industrial environments
and alternative methods must be developed to label the data (e.g.,
semi-supervised or transfer learning). In addition, the current
US system is a point measurement, so the presence of fouling
can only be determined at one location. Although, this can be
overcome by deploying multiple sensors, which is possible due to
the decreasing cost of hardware.
The optical and US intelligent sensors developed both serve
to improve CIP systems resource efficiency by predicting CIP
endpoint and cleaning time remaining to prevent over-cleaning.
Furthermore, CS2 highlights that different sensors need to be
deployed in different types of equipment to monitor the same
process and accep1le results can be achieved with a range of
different ML algorithms.
CASE STUDY 3: FERMENTATION
Introduction
Fermentation is a unit operation used in the production of
numerous alcoholic beverages including beer, wine and cider.
Beer fermentation generally takes several days, and monitoring
can determine the optimal process endpoint or identify any
problems during the process. The purpose of fermentation is
to produce ethanol, so monitoring its concentration during the
process is essential (Schöck and Becker, 2010). Traditionally
ethanol concentration (the wort Alcohol by Volume ABV%)
is monitored via offline measurements using density metres
or refractometers. Offline techniques are not ideal, as they
require sample preparation by human operators, waste material
and often are not real-time, increasing the risk of over or
under fermenting.
Case study 3 aims to address the resource efficiency problem
resulting from over or under fermenting, which can negatively
affect downstream processes (e.g., canning) and to detect when a
fermentation has encountered a problem and should be stopped,
wasting the wort. An intelligent sensor developed to predict
ABV% of the wort in real-time would help to prevent over
or under fermentation and identify any problems with the
fermentation. This would provide key information related to
resource utilisation and waste generation sustainability KPIs.
When considering sensor selection, multiple technologies
have been developed with capabilities of making ABV%
measurements during fermentation via auto sampling or bypass
systems including techniques using piezoelectric mems (Toledo
et al., 2018), Hybrid electronic tongues (Kutyła-Olesiuk et al.,
2012), High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) (Liu
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et al., 2001) and Infrared Imaging (Lachenmeier et al., 2010).
Fully online methods have also been developed including NIR
(Svendsen et al., 2016; Vann et al., 2017), FT-NIR (Veale et al.,
2007) and dispersive Raman spectroscopy (Shaw et al., 1999). An
US sensor was chosen for this CS due to affordability compared
to other options, as well as the additional benefits of US sensors
discussed in CS1 (Bowler et al., 2021).
Ultrasonic measurements have been used to monitor ABV%
during beer fermentation (Becker et al., 2001; Resa et al., 2004,
2009; Hoche et al., 2016). The wort is a three-component liquid
mixture (ethanol, water and sugar) with dissolved CO2 and
CO2 bubbles, meaning at least two separate measurements are
required to calculate the ABV%. The previous research using
US sensors to monitor fermentation used a variety of different
signal and data processing methods to solve this problem. The
most popular methods use either US velocity measurements at
different temperatures (Becker et al., 2001) or a combination of
US velocity with other measurements such as density (Resa et al.,
2004, 2009; Hoche et al., 2016). However, multiple measurements
at a single point in time are not required when using ML as
time-series features can be incorporated into the models.
This case study will develop an intelligent sensor using US
measurements to monitor the ABV% in beer fermentation at
lab and production scale. The case study will demonstrate a
different feature engineering strategy to the other case studies,
which utilised US measurements and discuss some of the
challenges associated with generating and labelling a suitable
training dataset.
Materials and Methods
Fermentation monitoring was performed at two different scales
to explore some of the topics around the intelligent sensor
methodology. Lab-scale (∼20 l) fermentations were performed
using a Coopers Real Ale brew kit and tap water. Fermentation
monitoring was also performed in a 2,000 L fermenter at
the Totally Brewed brewery in Nottingham, UK. Twelve
fermentations were monitored at lab scale and five at production
scale. The production scale fermentations included three batches
of Slap in the Face and two batches of Guardians of the
Forest. For both lab and production scale, the wort formulation
and fermentation conditions were kept consistent between
runs although process variations are present due to variable
atmospheric conditions.
In CS1 and CS2, the US system recorded a single reflected
US wave from an interface of interest. In CS3 it was decided to
also calculate the US velocity in the wort so a probe was designed
which would propagate a wave through a known distance of wort
(Figure 7A). This probe design resulted in US waves reflected
from two different interfaces been recorded (Figure 7B). The
probe used a Sonatest 2MHZ immersion transducer and a RTD
PT1000 thermocouple to measure temperature. For the brewery
fermentations, a sample was removed every 2 h (except through
the night) and the ABV% was calculated using a hydrometer.
For the lab-scale fermentations, the ABV% was recorded using
a Tilt hydrometer in addition to removing a sample every 2 h and
performing measurements using a density metre.
The data collection process was identical for lab and brewery
fermentations. From the beginning of the fermentation, 10 s
of data was recorded every 5min. This 10 s of data included
approximately 36 recorded US waveforms (Figure 7B) and 36
temperature recordings. For the lab-scale fermentations, the
density was also recorded with the Tilt every 5min. Data
collection continued until after the fermentations were complete.
Supervised regression ML models were developed to predict
the ABV% from the US and temperature measurements recorded
during the fermentation. The ABV% recorded from the Tilt
and sample measurements provided data labels for the ML
models. Machine learning models were only developed for the
lab fermentations, as insufficient repeated fermentations and data
labelling were possible at the brewery. As 36 US waveforms
were recorded in a 10-s time frame, it was also possible to
engineer features calculated from the 10-s block of data. These
included the mean and standard deviation of the amplitude of
each reflection. The standard deviation of the second reflection
amplitude was identified as a key feature, as this would be
most affected by CO2 bubbles in the wort that would reflect or
scatter the US waves. The full list of features used for the ML
models included: US velocity, mean amplitude first reflection,
mean amplitude second reflection, standard deviation of the
amplitude of the second reflection, temperature, and time since
yeast pitched.
Regarding the ML model design, linear regression and
ANN algorithms were developed to predict the ABV% during
fermentation from the US measurements. For the linear
regression model 11 randomly selection lab fermentations were
used to train the model and the other used for testing. The
linear regression model solved directly using the linear least-
squares method. A NARX neural network was developed with
a single hidden layer. For this model eight, randomly selected
fermentations were used for training, three for validation and one
for testing. The values of the weight and the biases were calculated
using the Levenberg–Marquardt learning function implemented
via MATLAB functions. The maximum number of iterations
was set to 1,000. To evaluate the linear regression and neural
network models the RMSE was calculated between the predicted
and actual value for ABV%. A second study was performed where
different neural networkmodels were developed with the number
of fermentations used for training varying from 1 to 10.
Results and Discussion
Figure 8 displays the mean amplitude of the first and second
US wave reflections during fermentation at the brewery. The
amplitude data of the first reflection is different for all five batches
of beer although the general trend is an increase in amplitude
during fermentation. The amplitude data of the second reflection
appears more variable up to day two/three of fermentation. This
is due to the CO2 bubbles being produced that interfere with
the second reflection as it travels through the wort. It had been
expected that the amplitude reflections would be distinct between
the two beers; however, no such observation occurred. This
suggests that, if more batch data was obtained, it may be possible
to train the sensor by combining both datasets.
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FIGURE 7 | Ultrasonic (US) wave propagation and recorded signal. (A) US wave propagation path through the fermenter. (B) The recorded US signal with the 1st and
2nd reflections highlighted.
FIGURE 8 | Amplitude data collected from five batches of beer fermented at the brewery, three are Slap in the Face beer (SF) and two are the Guardians of the Forest
(GF) beer. (A) The first ultrasonic wave reflection mean amplitude and (B) the second ultrasonic wave reflection mean amplitude.
Figure 9 presents the results from the ML models developed
from the lab fermentation data. Both the linear regression and
neural network models produce reasonable predictions of the
ABV% during the fermentation. The neural network provides a
slightly better prediction although both models predict the final
ABV% value to within 0.2%. Figure 9B shows the RMSE between
the actual ABV value and the predicted value from the neural
network as a function of the number of fermentations used to
in the training dataset. As the number of batches increases, the
models make better predictions and the RMSE reduces. In these
experiments, a maximum of 10 batches were used and the RMSE
had not reached a stable value which suggests a further reduction
in error would be possible if data from additional fermentations
was utilised. In this case, the modeller (or engineer) needs
to decide as a trade-off exists. Data from more fermentations
improves the model predictions but also delays the times until
the model can be used. A sensible approach would be to update
the models as more data becomes available. However, this comes
with an additional development cost from labelling the data and
employing expertise to retrain themodel. Another method would
be to determine an acceptable error for the model and stop when
that was achieved.
This case study has developed an intelligent sensor to monitor
ABV% in real-time during beer fermentation. The measurements
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FIGURE 9 | Machine learning results from the lab fermentation experiments. (A) Prediction of the Alcohol by Volume (ABV%) from an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
compared to a linear regression model and the actual measured value. (B) The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the predictions as a function of number of
batches used in the training dataset.
from the sensor will help to prevent over or under fermenting
in breweries and the associated resource lost. Furthermore, it
highlighted the challenges of developing a dataset for training
when a particular product is made infrequently and the challenge
of labelling that data. The case study has demonstrated the
benefits of using model input data from two different time frames
(one from a fixed point in time and the second averaged over
time) and demonstrated the benefit of having a larger training
data set on model performance.
CASE STUDY 4: VEGETABLE QUALITY
ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Potato Dry Matter (DM) directly affects the quality of fried
potato products, and consequently, the profit that the farmer
and food processor can achieve. The higher the DM ratio is,
the more output of fried or dehydrated products (Storey, 2007).
Additionally, the DM content and distribution affect the bruise
susceptibility during harvest, which in turn influences crop waste
and the quality of cooked or processed products (Storey, 2007).
The ideal DM range in potatoes is 14–37% depending mainly on
cultivar, preharvest, and storage conditions (Burton, 1966).
The DM in potato tubers is usually determined by measuring
the specific gravity, using the weight in air and the weight in
water or by using a hydrometer (Storey, 2007). Such methods are
destructive, resulting in loss of resource, along with being time-
consuming and not suitable for online application. To resolve
this problem, CS4 developed an intelligent sensor to predict
the DM in tubers without wasting material. Furthermore, CS4
developed an intelligent sensor to classify the tubers based on
size. Grading the tuber by size provides the market with high-
quality tubers, which reduces the cost of transport by eliminating
tubers of unacceptable sizes. Predictions from these sensors
enable monitoring of CS4’s KPI: tuber wastage.
Two sensor technologies were selected, NIR spectroscopy and
colour vision cameras. Near infrared spectroscopy is a technology
where an estimation of the chemical content of the material
is obtained through the interaction of light and the sample
using reflectance, transmittance, or interference configurations.
NIR has already been applied at the commercial level (Rady
and Guyer, 2015). Colour vision systems are already established
in food and agricultural applications and these systems are
efficiently used to detect extremal defects, diseases, and shapes of
fruits, vegetables, and other food products (Santos et al., 2012;
Rady et al., 2021). Such systems generate quick, accurate, and
objective features of the studied materials in a non-invasive, and
cost-effective manner (Zou and Zhao, 2015). Applying colour
vision for size-based potatoes is generally not a new concept.
However, in developing countries where the postharvest losses
might reach a level of 30% (COMCEC, 2016), such systems
are not available for all growers or packing houses. Colour-
based systems are relatively cheap and work effectively on
detecting external features. Both technologies were considered,
as NIR systems are usually point-based and able to detect
chemical composition, whereas colour imaging systems provide
information in the spatial domain (Chen et al., 2002; Nicolaï et al.,
2007).
Materials and Methods
The intelligent sensor for CS4 must predict (A) potato DM
content (regression) and (B) class based on size (classification).
NIR Sensor
To generate a dataset to train the NIR sensor, potato samples were
acquired from a farm in England, United Kingdom. The samples
were the Eurostar variety and there were 91 tubers in total. Tested
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samples included whole tubers and sliced samples with 9± 1mm
thickness. Each sliced sample was obtained using amanual potato
cutter and the desired slice was the third one cut from the stem
side. To estimate the DM ratio for tubers, the specific gravity was
first estimated by hydrostatic weighing (Storey, 2007).
In this study, two different NIR diffuse reflectance sensors
were utilised to measure the samples. The first sensor was the
NIRONE S2.0 (Spectral Engines, Oulu, Finland), which acquires
signals in the range of 1,550–1,950 nm. The second sensor was the
NIRONE S2.5 (Spectral Engines, Oulu, Finland) which operates
in the range of 2,000–2,450 nm. The spectrum of each sample
was the average of three measured readings. Figure 10A shows
examples of the experimental set up for such sensors.
As part of the data collection and labelling stage, the NIR
spectra obtained from each samples (Is) was first normalised
using the intensity obtained from a white reflectance reference




The spectra for each sample was then pre-processed to overcome
the noise originating from electronic sources and variations due
to temperature change. The spectral pre-processing techniques
applied in this CS included mean centring, smoothing using
1st derivative, smoothing using 2nd derivative, smoothing using
Savitzky-Golay, and Multiplicative Scattering Correction (MSC).
To obtain a uniform distribution of the DM ratios a logarithmic
transformation was applied.
The ML model was designed using Partial Least Squares
Regression (PLSR). Cross-validation (four-fold) was applied on
the pre-processed data to obtain the optimal prediction model
based on the values of the correlation coefficient (r), Root
Mean Square Error of Cross-Validation (RMSEcv), and the ratio
between the standard deviation and the RMSEcv (RPD).
Classification of samples based on DM ratio was also
implemented. The threshold DM was chosen as the median
value of the data (21.79%). Several classification algorithms were
applied including Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), KNN,
and Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) (Rady
et al., 2019). Cross-validation was applied to the pre-processed
data for DM classification.
Colour Vision
Data was collected to train the optical sensor by measuring tuber
samples obtained from a farm in Alexandria, Egypt. Two potato
cultivars were included in this dataset, Cara and Spunta. Cara
tubers are more spherical and less elliptical than Spunta tubers.
Samples were not cleaned and only rotted and damaged tubers
were discarded. For each cultivar, 200 tubers were imaged such
that each subgroup represent one size group, small and large.
The measurement system, as shown in Figure 10B, contains a
colour or RGB camera (Fuji FinePix S5700, FujiFilm, Minato-ku,
Tokyo, Japan), a LED light lamp (12W), and a black wooden box.
The light and the camera were placed 25, and 30 cm, respectively,
vertically above the sample surface and the light was 60◦ inclined
with respect to the horizontal direction. Each sample was imaged
twice, once on each side.
Feature engineering was first performed so that each
raw image was segmented to obtain the tuber shape only.
Segmentation was based on the HSV colour space along
using the hue coordinate with a threshold hue value of 0.20.
After obtaining the segmented colour image, the features
were extracted. Extracted features included morphological: area,
perimeter, major and minor axis, and eccentricity (Gonzalez and
Woods, 2006). Regarding feature selection, all the features were
included due to the limited number of features.
The design of the ML model used LDA algorithm to classify
the size of the samples. Samples in each cultivar were divided
into each group based on visual observation and there were
four classes in total (2 cultivar and two size groups). 10-




Table 4 reports the regression results of DM for whole tubers
and sliced samples. In the case of the whole tubers, the optimal
r(RPD) values were 93% (3.33%), and 96% (4.48) for the
NIRONE S2.0 and NIRONE, S2.5, respectively. In the case
of sliced samples, the r(RPD) values were 96% (2.58) for the
NIRONE S2.0, and 98% (3.74) for NIRONE S2.5. These results
are considered comparable to those listed by previous studies
using NIR, who achieved optimal r(RMSEcv) values of 92%
(1.52%) (Dull et al., 1989), 88 (1.3%) (Scanlon et al., 1999), 85%
(0.002) (Kang et al., 2003), 90% (0.004) (Chen et al., 2005), and
97% (0.91%) (Helgerud et al., 2012).
Table 4 reports the performance of the optimal classification
models based on the DM value stated earlier (21.79%). The
classification accuracy values for whole tubers were 85% for
NIRONE S2.0, and 96% for NIRONE S2.5. While the values
for the sliced samples were 86 and 96% for the NIRONE S2.0
and NIRONE S2.5, respectively. These results were obtained
by LDA, and KNN classifiers along with smoothing using 1st
or 2nd derivatives, and MSC. Classification provides a rapid
evaluation of the DM in potatoes and is suitable for assessing
the use of the tubers without the need to accurately calculate
the DM value. Generally, the sliced samples resulted in better
prediction and classification performance than whole tubers,
which is possibly due to the skin condition effecting the whole
tubers results.
Size-Based Classification
Results for the classification models are reported in Table 5. The
overall classification accuracy was 92.5% using LDA, whereas the
individual accuracy values were 82, 92, 95, and 93% for small
Cara, large Cara, small Spunta, and large Spunta, respectively.
This case study has developed intelligent sensors to predict (A)
potato DM and (B) class, based on size. The predictions made
by these sensors will mean poor quality potatoes are detected
earlier in the supply chain, reducing resource lost processing
them downstream. Furthermore, CS4 demonstrated that the
combination of non-invasive sensors and ML methods can be
used to monitor potato quality.
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FIGURE 10 | Schematic diagram for measuring potato samples using (A) NIRONE sensors (S2.0 or S2.5) and (B) RGB camera.
TABLE 4 | Best regression and classification results of dry matter for whole tubers and sliced samples obtained from different utilised NIR sensors.
Regression
System Sample Spectral pre-processing R (%) RMSEcv (%) RPD
NIRONE S2.0 (1,550–1,950 nm) Whole Smoothing (1st Derivative) 93 0.59 2.58
Sliced MSC 96 0.51 3.33
NIRONE S2.5 (2,000–2,450 nm) Whole MSC 96 0.46 3.74
Sliced Savitzky-Golay 98 0.34 4.48
Classification
System Sample Spectral pre-processing Classifier Classification accuracy (%)
NIRONE S2.0 (1,550–1,950 nm) Whole Smoothing (2nd Derivative) LDA 85
Sliced MSC KNN 86
NIRONE S2.5 (2,000–2,450 nm) Whole Smoothing (1st Derivative) LDA 96
Sliced Smoothing (1st Derivative) LDA 96
r, correlation coefficient; KNN, K-Nearest Neighbours; LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis; MSC, Multiplicative Scattering Correction; RPD, Ratio between the Standard Deviation and the
RMSEcv ; RMSEcv , Root Mean Square Error of Cross-Validation.
TABLE 5 | Classification results, confusion matrix and classification accuracy, for evaluating potato tuber size using a colour imaging system.
Cara (small) Cara (large) Spunta (small) Spunta (large)
Cara (small) 90 1 0 0
Cara (large) 2 92 3 4
Spunta (small) 7 6 95 3
Spunta (large) 1 1 2 93
Classification accuracy (using LDA) 82% 92% 95% 93%
LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis.
SUMMARY
The manufacturing of food and drink has a significant impact
on the planet in terms of natural resources utilised and waste
and emissions generated. Industrial digital technologies have
the capability to reduce this impact by making processes more
intelligent and efficient. The food and drink manufacturing
sector has been slow to adopt digital technologies partly due
to the lack of cost-effective sensing technologies capable of
monitoring the key properties of materials and production
processes in challenging industrial environments. One challenge
is converting sensor data into actionable information on the
material or process being monitored. The article presents
an intelligent sensor methodology that utilises data-driven
modelling approaches, such as ML, to make predictions,
from sensor measurements, which monitor environmental
sustainability KPIs within the food and drink manufacturing
processes. Furthermore, it was demonstrated thatML can be used
with affordable optical and US sensors to deliver sustainability
benefits for a variety of applications within the sector.
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The intelligent sensor methodology was applied to four food
and drink case studies. All case studies demonstrated how the
methodology may be employed to solve industrial resource
efficiency problems as well as highlighting key challenges in
developing ML models, including data acquisition and labelling.
As the digital revolution continues, it is anticipated that
intelligent sensors will play a greater role in the future of food
and drink to increase resources efficiency and reduce the carbon
footprint of this essential sector. In order to speed up the
implementation of intelligent sensors and the benefits they may
provide, future work should address:
• New online sensors: As ML enables processing and analysis
of new data types, more IIoT sensors will continue to be
developed that measure new types of food and drink material
and production data. The introduction of a greater number
of sensors into food and drink production lines will require
considerations regarding the topic of sensor fusion, which
is combining different sensor data such that the resulting
information has less uncertainty than would be possible when
these sources were used individually. Furthermore, there is the
need for an economic case that will demonstrate the benefits
of introducing new sensors to production lines. Additionally,
with the increased number of sensors, thought should be given
to the how the paper’s intelligent sensor methodology may
be automated by applying the techniques developed in the
field of automated ML. When developing new sensors, work
must address issues of general relevance to all sensor devices,
such as energy consumption, latency, security, reliability, and
affordability, but from a food and drink sector perspective.
• Infrastructure: Food and drink production systems are
made up of multiple different stages and unit operations.
Provision of an integrated and interoperable datamanagement
environment, allowing for data from multiple sources to
be securely accessed and used by industrial operators, and
managing the safety of any operation influenced by such data
is essential.
• Data acquisition: CS3 demonstrated that acquiring sufficient
labelled data to train the ML models within the sensors
is challenging within some food and drink production
environments. Further work should address the potential of
transfer learning or semi-supervised methods to overcome
data shortages due to production linesmaking a variety of food
or drink products.
• Trust: Core to intelligent sensors are the ML models that
turn the sensor data into meaningful, actionable information.
These models are typically referred to as black-box models,
meaning it is not possible to know how they reached their
output. This lack of transparencymay be a barrier in deploying
intelligent sensors, as factory operators and managers may not
trust the sensor predictions without understanding how they
were reached.
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